
Efficient syncing. Using iTunes® on your MacBook® 

and the iQ 16 Sync Charge Box™, you can sync up to 

16 iPad devices simultaneously.*

Style meets functionality. The iQ 16 Cart features 

two top loading drawers so that iPad devices can be 

accessed quicker and easier.

Smaller footprint makes manoeuvring and storing 

the iQ 16 Cart easier.

Go mobile! The iQ 16 Cart is designed to be mobile, 

so you can create an instant learning environment in 

almost any location.

10 year warranty. PC Locs products are built to last 

the distance.***

More power! The iQ 16 Cart is equipped with 16 (2.1 

amp powered) USB ports so you can connect and 

charge up to 16 iPad devices at the same time.**

Extremely portable. The two removable carry 

baskets makes iPad deployment easier. 

Lock it down! After a day of use, lock the Cart down 

with the heavy duty anchor kit to prevent the Cart 

from being rolled away.

More for less. Bonus 16 x 30-pin High Speed USB 

Cables FREE!

Free Shipping to almost anywhere in Australia. 

Contact us for more details.

Lean, clean, syncing and

iQ 16 Cart™

Designed for 
Apple iPad® devices.

Sync, charge, store, 
secure and transport 

up to 16 iPad® devices.

charging machine.



www.pclocs.com.au
sales@pclocs.com.au 
phone: 1300 725 627

Designed to go where others can’t... Stairs, 

rough terrain or want to split your set of iPad 

devices? It’s easy with the carry baskets.

• Aluminium construction so that it’s both 

lightweight and durable at the same time

• Foam bays/ slots for maximum protection

• Receive 2 baskets per iQ 16 Cart

• Each basket can hold up to 8 devices

Neat cable management... The iQ 16 Cart is designed 
to be as user friendly as possible, eliminating untidy 

cable management. Route the cables through the back of 

the Cart and connect your iPad devices.

Lock it down... Worried about the whole iQ 16 Cart 
going missing? We’ve thought of that too. The Cart comes 

with a heavy duty anchor kit so that you can lock the whole 

Cart down. The kit consists of a chain and a lock that secures 

to the bottom of the Cart.

Specifications and images are for illustration purposes only. Final product may differ. iQ 16 Cart™ does not come with iPad® devices, Apple® 
Dock Connector to USB Cables, MacBook®. Apple®, MacBook®, iPad® and iTunes® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
*  The time to sync all devices will vary and depend upon the amount of content to be transferred and the number of devices connected.
** The time taken to charge all devices will depend on the amount of charge remaining in each device.
*** Visit www.pclocs.com.au/warranty for full warranty details.

Technical Specifications:
Height: 1105 mm
Width: 410 mm
Length: 530 mm
Weight: 40 kg

All in one iPad management solution.

iQ 16 Sync Charge Box™... Modular and mobile. With 

the ability to remove the iQ 16 Sync Charge Box from the iQ 

16 Cart, syncing and charging can occur almost anywhere, 

independently of the Cart.
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